
HOW TO WRITE A PARAGRAPH ABOUT YOURSELF FOR A RESUME

Don't start every sentence with "I." This is admittedly difficult when you're writing a paragraph all about yourself, but think
carefully about how.

It should consist of just 50 very hard-working words that will sell, at a glance, you and your skills to a
time-pressed employer Personable I am happy and extremely personable and excel in a positive work
environment. Take some time to think about how your process or perspective differs from your peers. Some
employers prefer resume profiles to resume objectives, but it's up to you to decide which works best for your
resume considering your work experience, skills, level of position, and qualifications for the job for which you
are applying. Participated Alice participated in her local Race for Life 10k charity run. A bad example of this:
Gloria is an in-house corporate lawyer with over eight years experience. A resume profile should be between
one and four brief sentences long. I would welcome the opportunity to discuss my suitability in more detail.
Confidence I instil confidence in others and approach new challenges with an open mind. What kinds of
people do you want to work with? Managed Lucy has managed the team through several large projects. Play
with the structure and rewrite it until it sounds like you. Frequent acknowledgment of my contribution from
senior management illustrates my potential value to your company. Resume Objective Stating an objective on
your resume is a way to convince employers that you know what you want in a job, while a profile explains
what you have to offer the employer and can help sell your candidacy. You can write your profile as a short
paragraph or in bullet form. If you like these kinds of exercises, Alexandra Franzen has some great ones on her
site. A simple bio with concrete facts goes a long way. And if you have a photo or video of yourself you want
to share, make a note to include that. By Alison Doyle Updated May 14, Some hiring managers recommend
that job applicants begin their resume with a resume profile instead of an objective. Positive words to describe
your achievements:  Creating a summary that showcases the most relevant, key points for a specific position
and employer can be helpful by allowing the audience to get a solid picture of your qualifications
immediately. What are you most proud of? Related Posts:. A profile serves to show what you have to offer an
employerâ€”what you will do for the company in the future. A quick Mad Libs exercise can help you write
your bio. Focus on the job listing. I am responsible for the leadership, coaching and development of FTE. The
resume summary can help employers quickly learn whether you have the skills and background they require.
To make your Personal Summary the lasting first impression it should be, check out these tips to help you
stand out from other candidates. Most employers spend only a few seconds looking at a resume, and much of
this time is spent looking at the top half of a resume. Success in developing creative teaching strategies to
achieve passing grade levels on statewide exams. Alternatively, refer to a success story of when you worked
alongside someone else to bring great benefits to the workplace. Therefore, even if employers only read your
profile located directly beneath your heading and contact information , they will still have a clear idea of your
unique qualifications. Point us in the right direction. Tie it all together Move the elements around and see what
you can leave out. Once you have these notes together, whittle it down to the essentials. My drive and
ambition ensure I am a valuable addition to any company. How does your work fit into the world you want to
live in?


